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HON IAN DAVID THOMPSON 

Condolence Motion 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Premier) [2.06 pm] — without notice: Before I commence, I congratulate 
the member for Willagee and wish him well in his parliamentary career. 

I move — 

That this house records its sincere regret at the death of Hon Ian David Thompson and tenders its 
deepest sympathy to his family. 

Ian Thompson served his community for 22 years as a member of Parliament and for six years brought his 
strength and determination to the position of Speaker of the Legislative Assembly. His representation of the hills 
area won him the firm support of his local electors, and he was respected as a committed, independently minded 
member of the Liberal Party. He was born in Morawa, the son of a railway fettler and patrol officer. As shown 
by the list of schools he attended, his childhood was spent growing up in Bunbury, Geraldton, Mullewa and 
Midland. His formal education ended in year 8 of high school, but in 20 years with the public works department 
he rose from apprentice electrician to technical officer and electrical supervisor. He trained also in carpentry, 
fitting and turning, and motor mechanics, and, like other young Australian men in the 1950s, undertook national 
service at the age of 20. He was an active sportsman who played cricket, tennis and football for Swan Districts. 
After his marriage to Margaret in 1958, he settled in Mundaring and, as secretary and president, played a major 
role in the establishment of the Mundaring kindergarten. 

He was both a member of his trade union and, after 1963, an active Liberal and president of the Kalamunda 
branch. At the 1969 federal election, Ian Thompson was the Liberal candidate for the federal seat of Moore. His 
preferences ensured the re-election of Country Party MHR Don Maisey. Polling over 20 per cent of the vote was 
a solid achievement in a poor climate for the Liberal Party at a time when the Australian Labor Party and 
Country Party both had stronger voting bases than the Liberal Party in the seat of Moore. Ian received favourable 
press comment as a candidate with future potential, and the next year he was selected as the Liberal candidate for 
Darling Range. This seat was being vacated by popular liberal member, Ken Dunn, and Ian again had to fight 
against the prevailing political tide, holding the seat by just 540 votes. Three years later, however, he 
comfortably retained the renamed seat of Kalamunda with an absolute majority. In the next five elections Ian’s 
majorities ranged from comfortable to massive—a reflection of his energetic representation and support of local 
concerns, most notably the Kalamunda hospital. 

With the election of the Sir Charles Court government in 1974, Ian Thompson became Chairman of Committees 
of the Legislative Assembly after the 1977 election. At the age of 41 he was the youngest Speaker for 60 years. 
Ian Thompson presided over two Parliaments with firmness, fairness, humour and a determined independence. 
Early in his term in 1977 he gave his casting vote against a contentious amendment to the Electoral Act. He 
objected to the principle of changing any electoral rules prior to the impending by-election for the seat of 
Kimberley. Obviously, such a decision exposed him to criticism from his colleagues and from a strong-willed 
Premier, but Ian was convinced that he acted in accordance with parliamentary tradition. He was equally firm in 
his ruling that the Court government’s legislation expanding the number of ministers from 13 to 15 required only 
a simple majority and not a constitutional majority, as claimed by the then opposition. Despite their strong 
dissent in 1982, his judgement on this matter was ultimately upheld by the Supreme Court. During his term as 
Speaker, Ian Thompson ruled against the blanket application of the sub judice rule that could have stifled proper 
debate. In another lasting achievement, he reformed question time and took Parliament into the modern era by 
preventing ministers from reading answers to questions without notice, a practice that had tended to prevent 
more than a few questions without notice from being asked. 

In opposition, after 1983, Ian Thompson served as a shadow minister for six years, covering such portfolios as 
consumer affairs, environment, police, industrial relations, employment and racing and gaming. After a major 
redistribution, he was endorsed by the Liberal Party to contest an expanded Darling Range seat that had absorbed 
Kalamunda. At his last election contest in 1989, he had a two-to-one majority of the final vote. In September 
1989, Ian chose to resign from the Liberal Party and complete his term as an Independent. He never campaigned 
against the Liberal Party and is remembered for the strong support that he continued to give to local branches. 
Ian was devoted to his wife, Margaret, and their four daughters. I extend my sympathy to them at his sudden and 
premature loss. Ian Thompson was an outstanding member of Parliament whose contribution to this chamber as 
Speaker was constructive and memorable. Ian was still a member of this chamber when I was first elected. As a 
new member of Parliament, he offered me friendship and guidance, which is something that I always 
appreciated. 
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MR E.S. RIPPER (Belmont — Leader of the Opposition) [2.11 pm]: On behalf of the opposition, I join the 
Premier in extending our sympathies to the family of Ian Thompson, who passed away in December last year 
aged 74. I recognise the contributions that Ian made to the state, particularly to the constituencies of Darling 
Range and Kalamunda while he served in the Parliament for 22 years. Before his election to Parliament, Ian 
worked for 20 years in the Public Works Department as an apprentice electrician, a tech officer and an electrical 
supervisor. He was always highly engaged in his professional life. This also extended to his community life with 
his involvement in many community activities, including kindergarten management, parents and citizens 
association committees, playing football with Swan Districts Football Club and being active in the Midland–
Guildford Cricket Club and the Mundaring Tennis Club. 

Ian was elected to the state Parliament in February 1971 after contesting a seat in the House of Representatives 
in 1969. In his political career, Ian showed us that on some issues and on some positions one must rise above 
party politics and make the right decision for the community. During his time in the Parliament, Ian was a 
committed member, Speaker and shadow minister. He always had a strong moral compass that guided him 
through his political life. In the 1970s he was opposed to the closure of the Tresillian home for children with 
disabilities in Sir Charles Court’s then western suburbs electorate. Although political parties always encourage 
robust debate and individual views, it was not often that someone in the Liberal Party had the courage to defy Sir 
Charles Court. Ian was elected as the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly in 1977. In this position, he arguably 
made his finest decision in public life when legislation relating to illiterate voters came to a tie following the 
National Country Party’s withdrawal of support for the Liberal Premier and the  Speaker’s casting vote became 
crucial. Ian exercised his vote in line with the standing orders of this place and his strong moral principles. In 
political terms, he made an unprecedented decision and turned his back on a government bill. Although Sir 
Charles Court may have been furious, the Liberal Party was gracious enough to ensure that no lasting 
punishment followed the debate. This is an enduring example of how honest democracy is paramount in our 
community. 

I would like to note today that Ian’s compassion, integrity and courage were also exemplified in his involvement 
into the Honorary Royal Commission Appointed to Inquire into and Report upon Matters Relating to 
Homosexuality in 1973–74. Ian was instrumental both during the conduct of the commission and in the 
parliamentary committee that led to its creation. In the 1970s in Western Australia, homosexuality was 
fundamentally an issue involving only criminalisation. Our thinking has moved on from those times, but this 
would not have happened without people of Ian’s calibre challenging then long-held beliefs. The view of the 
honorary royal commission was that acts of homosexuality between two consenting adults in private should not 
constitute a criminal offence, and that Western Australia should move towards resolving the social problems and 
misconceptions surrounding homosexuality, yet it would take years and several changes of government, 
numerous private members’ bills and many votes before law reform occurred. Ian’s compassion and initiative on 
this issue meant that his vision for equality was many years ahead of his time. His courage will not be forgotten. 

Ian was also a shadow minister for a wide range of portfolios, including police and emergency services, 
industrial relations, employment and training, and racing and gaming. As the Premier has pointed out, Ian 
Thompson eventually resigned from the Liberal Party. I too was a member of the Parliament when that occurred. 
I was a relatively new government backbencher and it certainly was an electrifying moment when he rose to his 
feet and publicly disagreed with the opposition leadership. He wanted the opposition to give priority to a motion 
regarding tidal power. The then Labor government, of course, responded and set up a select committee to 
investigate tidal power and the processing of mineral resources in the Kimberley, with Ian as chair. The 
government made a great decision and also appointed me to that parliamentary committee! Ian was always a 
supporter of rigorous standards of investigation by the committee, including the adequate investigation of all 
global instances of tidal power. It was a very, very productive committee. Tidal power is an idea that we would 
all love to support. It is a beautiful idea, but we eventually concluded that it was not that commercial. I 
thoroughly enjoyed serving with Ian on that committee.  

Ian always stayed true to the qualities that made him an amazing man, community member and politician. He 
was hardworking, dedicated and honest and always passionate about serving the people of Western Australia. On 
behalf of the opposition, I extend our deepest sympathy to his wife, Margaret, and family.  

MR T.K. WALDRON (Wagin — Minister for Sport and Recreation) [2.16 pm]: On behalf of the National 
Party, I would like to support this condolence motion for Hon Ian Thompson. I want to endorse the comments 
that have been made by the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition. They covered a lot of detail about Ian and 
his life and achievements. I did not know Ian very well but I was lucky enough to meet him on a few occasions, 
generally through sport. He appeared to be a man of great integrity—someone who was very competent and 
successful as a former Speaker of this house and a minister in government. On behalf of the National Party, I 
would like to offer our sincere condolences to Ian’s family.  
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MR J.H.D. DAY (Kalamunda — Minister for Planning) [2.17 pm]: Ian Thompson was my immediate 
predecessor as member for Darling Range. As I find myself doing so now, at different times during his extensive 
parliamentary career from 1971 through to 1993 he represented the Darling Range electorate and the Kalamunda 
electorate. As we have heard from the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition, he was also the Liberal 
candidate in the federal electorate of Moore in 1969. The peak of his parliamentary career was the period in 
which he occupied the position of Speaker from 1977 to 1983. 

My first involvement with Ian was in the 1970s. It was probably in my early days at university in 1974 or 
thereabouts. I was involved in his election campaigns from the 1970s and through the 1980s, particularly in the 
regular letterbox dropping that occurred throughout the hills electorates that he represented and also in the 
election campaigns themselves. Ian was certainly somebody who had strong local support in his electorate. That 
was always reflected in the strong votes that he received on the numerous occasions he was a candidate. He was 
certainly an effective advocate for his electorate and he was never afraid to speak his mind. Ian Thompson was a 
member who engendered a high level of loyalty from local Liberal Party members and supporters. As we have 
heard, following the 1989 election Ian made the decision to resign from the Liberal Party. From a local 
perspective, that was something of a surprise to local Liberal Party members and a little perplexing, but it 
reflected his strong views about events and circumstances in the Parliamentary Liberal Party at the time. 

Above all, Ian will be very much remembered as a strong and effective parliamentarian, Speaker and local 
representative for his electorate. It is fair to say that his passing was premature. I have no doubt that Ian would 
have been looking forward to many more years ahead together with his wife, Margaret, and his family. I extend 
my condolences to Margaret and his four daughters and his wider family.  

MR T.G. STEPHENS (Pilbara) [2.20 pm]: I want to associate myself personally with this motion and to pay 
my respects to the family of the late Ian Thompson, who was serving in the Parliament when I first arrived to 
take my seat in the other place. I had a knowledge of him well before I arrived in this Parliament. I felt that I 
knew the man from the extraordinary events of 1977 that were of enormous significance to those of us who were 
in the Kimberley at that time. When I arrived in Parliament, I took the opportunity to talk with Ian about the 
events on 15 November 1977, which happens to be my birthday. I remember celebrating my birthday in the 
Kimberley that year. On that day, this chamber was filled with an enormous number of people. The late Ken 
Colbung was in the gallery, as was my wife; I did not know her at the time, but she was there with a group of 
anthropologists. This was a heightened political moment. It was the moment after the February 1977 election, 
when Ernie Bridge had been defeated, and the government of the day had brought forward legislation that 
focused on non-literate voters. Ian Thompson was clearly very unhappy with this legislation and had privately 
tried to discourage his colleagues from moving in this way to attack the franchise of Aboriginal voters. 

Tied votes do not come about by accident. Ian Thompson prevailed upon the then member for Subiaco, Dr Tom 
Dadour, to absent himself from the chamber and not vote to ensure that the vote would be tied. He knew that the 
National Country Party was going to cross the floor, and to secure a tied vote so that he could cast his vote 
against the legislation, he spoke to Tommy and said, “Please don’t be in the chamber.” Tommy obliged him and 
left the Parliament. The then Premier, Sir Charles Court, started to work out what was happening; he was a very 
formidable character, and a very robust conversation then took place behind the screen between the Premier and 
the Speaker. The Speaker stood his ground and made absolutely clear what he was going to do. He said, “Sit 
back, watch and wait.” That was an amazing moment in Western Australian political history. The Speaker 
prevented the passage of legislation that would have had the effect of preventing Aboriginal people from voting 
in the by-election that was scheduled for a month later. It was the second election of 1977 in which Ernie Bridge 
yet again contested the seat of Kimberley against Alan Ridge. 

Ian Thompson is on record as saying—he said this to me later—that this event had a profound and negative 
impact upon his political opportunities for the remainder of his time in Parliament. He never had the opportunity 
to serve as a minister, and he found that life was difficult for him as a member. However, he was very loyal to 
the Liberal Party. After he became an Independent, he decided subsequently not to recontest his seat so that local 
Liberal Party members would not be put through the pain of having to support an Independent Liberal in the area 
he represented. He became an Independent, but he was not prepared to put the membership of his former party 
through the pain of a contest between Liberal and Independent Liberal supporters in that area. He was a very 
loyal person, as well as a great independent thinker and a man of great integrity. 

History moved on, and in 1978 Judge Kay was brought in to conduct an inquiry into the issues around the 
Electoral Act. I spent the next 12 months working on that issue. Ian Thompson maintained a very close interest 
in the issue, but, unfortunately, amendments to the Electoral Act were passed at the end of 1978. Amongst other 
things, that led to me and others in the Kimberley being arrested in 1980 for supporting Aboriginal people’s right 
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to exercise their franchise. Ian Thompson, however, had shown to his own political colleagues that there were 
those who were prepared to stand up for those rights. 

I look back now at Ian Thompson and some of these issues and note how much things have changed on both 
sides of politics; history has moved on enormously, and it is as a result of contributions by people like Ian 
Thompson who made sure that there was, on his side of politics, the emergence and development of a sensitivity 
to the rights and aspirations of Aboriginal people. By and large, 33 years later, the gift to the Western Australian 
community from people like Ian Thompson is unanimity of purpose across politics on the issues of Aboriginal 
affairs. That, in my view, is a gift that comes about as a result of someone like Ian Thompson taking a stand on 
his side of politics and moving his people and his party along.  

I want to express very strongly the loss that is felt at the passing of someone like Ian Thompson. He links us 
back through this Parliament to an extraordinary period of political history. In this chamber he was a delight. His 
nickname was “Thommo”, but we had another nickname for him; he was called “Big Bird”. It was a reference to 
the Sesame Street character, I guess, because the Speaker’s wig that was worn at the time reminded us of that 
character. He was a long, angular character and “Big Bird” was his nickname. 

The other thing that I think the press gallery will always remember Thommo for was the annual press gallery 
events that were held up at the hills at his home. This was a time in politics when it was very close and 
proximate, and the press gallery used to go up to his home. Wonderful generosity was extended to the gallery. It 
was a very intimate time when he was Speaker. There were horse rides for the journos and their families, and 
hay bales on the tractor were taken around with the journalists and the families aboard. It was a wonderful time 
when Ian resided over this place as the Speaker. His generosity to everybody was extraordinary. Members will 
note from the contributions to The West Australian at the time of his death that we had some old firebrands on 
our side of politics who served in the Parliament at the same time as Ian Thompson. Arthur Tonkin was one of 
them. When Arthur, as a Labor member, paid tribute to Ian Thompson in the Parliament, he recognised Ian for 
what he was—a man of extraordinary generosity and integrity. He is a man whom I am delighted to have known. 

DR E. CONSTABLE (Churchlands — Minister for Education) [2.26 pm]: It gives me pleasure this 
afternoon to make a few brief remarks about Ian Thompson. We have already heard this afternoon that there is 
no doubt that Ian Thompson had a very distinguished career in this Parliament, first as a backbencher and then as 
Speaker. I did not know him as either a Liberal backbencher or Speaker of this house; I knew him only as an 
Independent. As we know, in September 1989, after 18 years as a Liberal member, he decided to become an 
Independent member. 

I met Ian not long after I was first elected as an Independent in July 1991. As a newly elected Independent 
member, he took great care to make sure that I settled into life in Parliament. Without him, I do not think I would 
have survived those first few weeks. When I was elected, there were three other Independent members. The 
night before I was to be sworn in, he phoned me at home and asked me if I would like him to escort me through 
the chamber. It is really interesting that today we have seen a new member escorted through the chamber, 
accompanied by his leader and deputy leader. When I was elected, it had been 34 years since an Independent had 
been elected to the Parliament. I did not know anything about the custom of being escorted through the chamber, 
but he was very thoughtful and very kind, and phoned me to ask me, and of course I said yes. I do not know 
quite what would have happened if he had not escorted me through the chamber on that day. It is interesting to 
remember that at the time there were four Independents in this chamber, and they had the balance of power. The 
Labor government depended on at least one Independent during every vote to be able to get anything through the 
Parliament. Interestingly, at the same time, Hon Reg Davies had the balance of power as an Independent in the 
upper house also. So it was a very interesting time, and it was very interesting to learn at that time. 

Not only did Ian Thompson look after me on that first day, but also he organised for me to sit between him and 
Hon Bill Grayden up in the back row. It is interesting that Bill Grayden had begun life in this Parliament as an 
Independent in 1957 and had rejoined the Liberal Party. So there I was between two very experienced 
members—one who had started as a Liberal and become an Independent, and one who had started as an 
Independent and returned to the Liberal Party. They sat with me for three weeks and explained everything that 
was happening and answered all the silly questions that I had as a new member. I learned much from those two 
incredibly experienced members in those three weeks. I will always be very grateful for the great kindness and 
generosity that Ian showed to me as a new member. It is something that I have tried to remember when new 
members have joined the Parliament.  

The member for Pilbara mentioned a tied vote, but I remember another tied vote in June 1992, when Ian 
Thompson voted with the government against a bill of Ian Alexander’s, the former member for Perth, to do with 
the old brewery. There had been several debates about whether the Swan Brewery should be demolished, and in 
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May 1991 a motion was passed in both houses that it should be. In the following year, when Ian Alexander 
proposed his legislation to, once and for all, put an end to this and to have it demolished, Ian Thompson voted 
with the government and it was a tied vote, which saved the Swan Brewery. That is another small piece of 
history, and one vote of his that made a lasting difference to the landscape of the Swan River. With those brief 
remarks, I also extend my condolences to Margaret and to his wider family. 

MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham) [2.32 pm]: I want to pay brief tribute to Mr Ian Thompson. I do not 
profess to have known him well; however, over the years I have been in this place I have seen him around the 
building. As the member for Pilbara said, he was a tall, angular fellow who was always smiling and was always 
very friendly. I always found him to be very friendly to me during his visits, when he would catch up with 
previous Speakers, and perhaps yourself, Mr Speaker.  

I heard about him when I first came to Parliament back in December 1996; he was someone who was spoken 
about. Long-serving members such as the late Phil Pendal and Geoff Gallop, and some of the other members, 
talked about this fellow Ian Thompson. They talked about the dramatic days of the 1970s in particular, during 
which some of the Speakers experienced dramatic times indeed. One of the stories, of course, was about Speaker 
Mervin Toms, who, unfortunately, had a heart attack in the chair and passed away in the Speaker’s corridor. The 
other story was about Mr Thompson and that dramatic late afternoon in 1977. It has been referred to by 
members, but in light of his passing I looked at Hansard to see exactly what happened on that occasion, and it is 
a very interesting study in the personal bravery of an individual. Tony Abbott, I think, once said—he was much 
castigated for it—that sometimes you can be brave in political life like you can be brave in wartime. I do not 
know the truth of that, but I do know that Mr Thompson was incredibly brave in the chair on that particular 
occasion. 

If members read the Hansard of 15 November 1977, they will see what he did, and members can go back 
through the debate and see what various people were saying about this piece of legislation. I looked at the 
various contributions. In particular, members of the National Party joined with members of the Labor Party to 
oppose the legislation. I looked at a speech by Mr Matthew Stephens, who was very hostile to the legislation 
because of what it was going to do. I quote — 

The present amendment with regard to illiterates’ votes, if carried, will make it impossible for an 
illiterate person to cast a valid vote … this Bill is saying that an illiterate person is to be disadvantaged 
because he cannot read and write and must memorise the order in which he wants to vote. This is an 
obnoxious situation. 

Therefore, we understand what the legislation was attempting to do. The time of the vote in the house was 
roughly 6.10 pm on 15 November, and if members look at how the votes lined up, they will see that on the 
government side, of course, was Sir Charles Court and the vast majority of the members of the government; on 
the opposition side—the noes side—of course, were members of the Labor Party and Mr Hendy Cowan, 
Mr Albert Crane and Mr Matthew Stephens from the National Party, and there were also a couple of pairs. The 
Speaker made a three-paragraph speech, which he concluded by saying — 

Therefore, I give my casting vote with the “Noes” and the Bill is defeated.  

I suppose that would have been the most dramatic moment of his professional life. I suppose that was the 
defining moment in his long political career that he thought about when he went to bed at night. I think it showed 
that he was a very brave individual. Members can imagine what it would have been like to be sitting in the chair, 
with Sir Charles Court and the ministers expecting the Speaker to vote with the government; he was very, very 
brave to do what he did. As I look through the names of the ministers at that time, I recognise very few of them. I 
recognise Sir Charles Court and one or two others, but the rest have passed into history. However, when I arrived 
in this building, Mr Thompson was still being talked about for what he did on that one occasion. To his family, I 
would like to say that they had a husband and father who was a brave man of whom they can be very proud. That 
moment in 1977 is something that will live on in the history books far longer than many of the other players of 
that time. I pass on my condolences, and I hope you remember him fondly.  

MR J.E. McGRATH (South Perth) [2.35 pm]: I rise to make a few comments on this condolence motion for 
the late Ian Thompson. I did not know him very well until I was elected to this place. Soon after being elected I 
was encouraged by some members to join the parliamentary sports club. I do not know whether I had that look of 
a sportsman or whether they were short on numbers, but I started playing bowls. The person who ran the show in 
the bowls was the late Ian Thompson. He was a very good bowler. He played pennant bowls, and every year Ian 
was part of the parliamentary bowls tournament that is played around Australia. Ian Thompson had been an 
integral part of that team and was very well respected by members of Parliament, former and present, from other 
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states who attended the bowls carnivals. In fact, at the recent carnival in Queensland, they expressed their 
sadness that he was not there.  

That leads to a story. Ian was talking to me in the month or so leading up to the bowls carnival about who would 
be going. I talked to him about how we would structure the team so that we would have the best chance of 
winning—Ian liked to win! He said that if we had two teams, we had to make sure we had one very good team. 
One team might struggle, but we could not have two even teams because we would get nowhere. Ian invited me 
to his house for lunch on a Sunday, but this never came about because he passed away in the meantime. I am 
sure that on that day the bowls carnival was going to be discussed—he had left a message for me to bring my 
bowls. One of the early decisions that I had to make when I became involved in the parliamentary bowling event 
was to find a venue for the tournament that was to be held in Western Australia in 2006. Traditionally in Western 
Australia, this bowls carnival had been held at the South Perth Bowling Club. I had become involved in the 
Como Bowling Club, which is also in my electorate, and a former member of the upper house, Hon Tom Helm, 
was the managing secretary of the Como Bowling Club. Tom suggested to me that on this occasion we should 
hold the bowls at Como, and I said that was not a bad idea. He said the only problem was that we would upset 
Thommo, because Thommo believed, protocol and tradition being what they were, that we might be letting down 
the South Perth Bowling Club by not holding the event where we had always held it. We did not hold the bowls 
at South Perth but at Como. I do not think that Thommo played that year, but he did not hold our decision 
against us, though I suspect he was not that happy with the decision. He had good links with the South Perth 
Bowling Club and he thought that was the best venue. I think that typifies Thommo. He was a very single-
minded person, as borne out by the story that as Speaker he made the casting vote against the government. That 
would have been a very difficult decision for anyone in that position and, knowing Thommo, he would have 
done it because he believed that that was the right thing to do.  

Another funny story that was told at Ian’s funeral by Peter Kennedy, who is in the press gallery at the moment—
he is a doyen of the press gallery—occurred, I think, upon the retirement of Sir David Brand. The late 
Sir Charles Court, being the deputy to Sir David Brand at the time, was the obvious successor. Sir Charles told 
the party room, “I am making myself available for the job, but I will take it only if there is no vote.” He wanted 
to have the full support of the party room. Thommo did not think that even a deputy who was going to be a 
leader as great as Sir Charles Court or anyone else had the right to tell the party room what they should do, so he 
immediately nominated Ray O’Connor to oppose him. Ray O’Connor pleasantly said, “Well, no, I don’t think I 
can accept the nomination.” It is history now that Sir Charles became the Premier of Western Australia but I 
think that was typical of Thommo; he believed in process and he certainly believed in the process of the 
Parliament and of the party room. 

I know that the members for Collie–Preston, Mount Lawley and Kalgoorlie were all members of the very 
unsuccessful team that went to Coolangatta in January and we were all wishing that Thommo had been there to 
put down some close bowls, but on behalf of the members of the parliamentary bowls club I give my 
condolences to Margaret and the family. 

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland) [2.42 pm]: I too would like to pass on my condolences to Margaret and Ian 
Thompson’s family at what must be a very sad time for them. I knew Ian Thompson reasonably well. Although I 
did not serve in Parliament with him, I do remember when he was elected Speaker and his time as Speaker. My 
constituents and people around the Midland area certainly hold Ian in high esteem. I saw him at local bowling 
clubs over the years; he certainly remained a keen bowler. Although I did not get to travel with the parliamentary 
team—and I do not want them to get any ideas—I have played bowls with Ian on a few occasions such as when 
we played against the police in some of the other local tournaments that have taken place. As we hear from all 
the tributes that have already been given today, he is someone who commanded respect right across the 
Parliament and across the two houses of Parliament. I believe that most, if not all, members of Parliament enter 
Parliament because they want to make a difference. They want to make a difference for the community that they 
represent and they want to make a difference in terms of public policy. Ian Thompson succeeded on both those 
fronts. He certainly had some successes in his local community and was, from all reports that I have heard, an 
excellent local representative for the hills and the broader area around the hills. He also, as heard in tributes that 
have been made today, made a significant difference in public policy and his efforts in this house both in his role 
as a member of Parliament and in his role as Speaker. It certainly is a parliamentary and community career that 
he and his family can be proud of. 

MR J.C. KOBELKE (Balcatta) [2.43 pm]: I will say just a few words in support of this condolence motion for 
the late Ian Thompson. I count as a privilege that I served in this place in his last four years as the then 
Independent member for Darling Range. I also served with him from 1991 to 1992 on the Select Committee on 
the Official Corruption Commission Act, which went to Sydney and Brisbane to look at what should be put in 
place in Western Australia. That has now morphed in different ways into the Corruption and Crime Commission. 
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We made recommendations in the committee report and there was a follow-up committee as well. Working on 
that committee with Ian and travelling with him, I really did appreciate the friendly advice that he gave and that 
he was so open to listening to different points of view to try to work out what was the best thing to do and how 
we would do it.  

I think he certainly was respected by all members of Parliament. I will not go back over what people have said 
about his standing due to the decisions he took when he was Speaker because I can only really talk about those 
last four years when he was the member for Darling Range and I was then the member for Nollamara. He got on 
well with people. He did really respect this place; he was a great parliamentarian. He respected the traditions of 
the institution not only because they were traditions but also because he understood democracy and the 
importance of this place and knew that the rules that had been laid down, some of them going back for centuries, 
are generally there for a reason. He understood them and he was a great upholder of the standing orders and the 
procedures of this place. He shared that with someone such as me, a new member who was trying to come to 
grips with how this chamber works and what our role really is. It was interesting how he built up that 
relationship. In Sydney we met with the Independent Commission Against Corruption—ICAC. We caught up 
with Peter Dowding, who had been the Premier two years before. Peter was then living in Sydney and practising 
law there. He had a very good relationship with Ian. Ian went out sailing on the harbour with Peter. I did not get 
an invite. I am not sure whether it was the standing of Ian or because I voted in caucus to dethrone Peter as the 
Premier!  

Ian certainly got on very well with people on all sides. He continued to take real interest in the area that he had 
represented. Years later, when I was the Minister for Sport and Recreation, he would talk to me about his 
beloved bowling club—its shortage of water, the problems it had and the potential for an artificial green. He also 
spoke about the role the club played in the community. He was a great advocate for the people in the area in 
which he lived, even for many years after he was no longer a member of this place. Ian made a fantastic 
contribution to this place. I offer my condolences to his wife, Margaret, and family.  

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville — Minister for Health) [2.46 pm]: It was a great shock to me when, as the 
Minister for Health, I received a call from Royal Perth Hospital on the night that Ian fell ill to advise me that he 
was in a serious condition. The phone call was made to me, in my ministerial capacity, to make me aware of that 
fact. Although I did not know Ian that well, he having left Parliament before I arrived, I got to know him through 
the same source as our Whip; that is, through the bowling club. It is a great institution, for those new members 
who have not been involved, because it gets members from both sides together and involved in a way that we 
never would otherwise—in a community-spirited and cooperative venture. We had great times out at the various 
bowling clubs, playing the police in particular, who always managed to beat us. When I first became a member I 
went bowling with Arthur Marshall. Ian Thompson was also part of the team. Mostly Labor members, I might 
add, were in the team. We managed to pull off a win. The first time we went, we won. Our team did okay but 
Ian’s team did much better. Ian skippered that team. There is a trophy out there somewhere. It celebrates 
Western Australia winning. I think it is a toilet seat! Ian was a great character. We certainly enjoyed his 
company. His passing is very sad and I, too, would like to pass on our condolences.  

THE SPEAKER (Mr G.A. Woodhams): I will make a few remarks about Hon Ian Thompson. There are many 
privileges that are bestowed upon the position of Speaker in this place. I think one of the greatest privileges is 
being able to meet with former Speakers and share with them the experiences that I might have, but have them 
also share with me some of the knowledge they carry. Ian Thompson, as many people in this place have 
remarked, was a most generous man. He was prepared to make very significant contributions in terms of advice 
to me, which I sought. The discussions I had with Ian were always very productive and very fruitful.  

We have a tradition in this place of having an annual Speakers’ dinner. Ian and his wife, Margaret—who is in the 
gallery today, along with the extended family—attended annual dinners on a couple of occasions during my time 
as the Speaker. I have to say that Ian was certainly one of the highlights at those Speakers’ dinners. I, for one, 
will miss his presence at them.  

Earlier today I had the opportunity to host Margaret and some of the family in the Speaker’s room. We talked 
about a few things. At that point I offered my private and sincere condolences to Margaret and the family. I offer 
them again publicly today in the house. Having used the word “generosity”—and I know Ian was a generous 
man—I would also like to mention a couple of other stories. One revolves around bowling—what a surprise!—
and the other one revolves around Tanzania, on the continent of Africa. I will start with the bowling story. In the 
very early days of this Parliament, when I became the Speaker, Ian realised that I was now the member for 
Moore. Within the member for Moore’s electorate falls the small seaside village of Guilderton where Ian had 
some interests, particularly in the bowling club and the necessity for that bowling club to have the greens 
upgraded, perhaps to a synthetic surface. I was therefore constantly lobbied by Ian as a constituent in that 
respect. I gave him the undertaking that any member of this place would give—I say this in a light-hearted 
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manner so that members will take it in the manner in which it is intended—in that I gave him a politician’s 
promise that I would certainly work on the change to the bowling surface at the Guilderton Bowling Club. 

With respect to Tanzania, I said that the Speaker in this place has some privileges. Last year I had the 
opportunity to represent this place—the Legislative Assembly—at the annual Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Association conference, which was held in Arusha, Tanzania. I did not know it at the time but Ian and Margaret 
Thompson were also in Arusha. I was there representing the Parliament, but I would have thought that most 
other people who were travelling to Arusha were perhaps going there to visit the Serengeti or the Ngorongoro, 
some of the famous wildlife parks that prevail in that part of the world. Ian may have taken in some of that but 
he was actually in Tanzania continuing what he had done through most of his life: being very generous and 
making some significant financial contributions to local businesses to enable them to continue. 

Therefore, members, I join with you in the comments that you have made about Hon Ian David Thompson, and I 
would ask you to stand and observe a minute’s silence in respect. 

Question passed; members standing. 
 


